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"SOME COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF SOCIAL DIVERSITY EDUCATION"
By Maurianne Adams and Yu-hui A. Zhou
SUMMARY

This cognitive developmental, learning style and attitudinal
study of 2,19 college students enrolled in a general
education "diversity core" undergraduate course on social
diversity and social justice was undertaken in 1988-89, with
a parallel study during Spring-Fall 1989, at a large
Northeastern public research university. It presents pre-and
post-test results from four assessment instruments: BaxterMagolda's Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER), a
Perry measure for cognitive development; Rest's Defining
Issues Test (DIT), a moral judgment measure adapted from
Kohlberg; Hudson and Ricketts' Index of Homophobia (IMT) and
Kolb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI). The college student
sample includes two sub-groups: students who enroll in open
sections and resident assistants who take the course as part
of their inservice training. The paper describes each
instrument and reports demographic profiles together with
Time 1 and Time 2 descriptive statistics for each of the four
assessment instruments. Descriptive statistics for the
epistemological developmental measure also include two
component domains of the MER measure
Domain 4 "Role of
Peers" and Domain 6 "Nature of Knowledge"-- which are
hypothesized to be of particular relevance to the Social
Diversity course. The findings show the expected positive
direction of change on developmental and attitudinal
instruments and unexpected change in the Learning Style
Inventory.
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SOME COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
SOCIAL DIVERSITY EDUCATION

College and University campuses over the past decade have
shown evidence of continuing violence and harassment against
students on the basis of gender, race, sexual orientation,
religion and sexual orientation.

I

refer not only to some of the

more dramatic and welldocumented racial confrontations at
Dartmouth College and the Universities of Michigan and

Massachusetts, but to the increasing reports of daterape and
sexual vio.ence, the harassment of gay, lesbian or bisexual
students in the residence halls and at campus social events, the

antiSemitic graffiti and menacing telephone threats, the racial
slurs and demeaning assumptions about reverse racism and
affirmative action cases.

These aspects of campus life, whether

they occur in the residence hall or classroom, may be more
readily known by Deans of Students or residence hall staff than
by faculty, who may not be in a position to see the intergroup
dynamics played out among students who bring their preconceived
stereotypes, assumptions and beliefs to campus from their home
communities.

In a large state University these dynamics often reflect
the intergroup stresses experienced within the larger state and
national context.

Two decades after the Kerner Commission

(1968), an ACE Commission on Minority Participation in Education
and American Life reports "that America is moving backward -- not

forward -- in its efforts to achieve the full participation of

minority students in the life and prosperity of the nation"
(One-Third of a Nation, 19813).

The ACE Commission focusses upon

colleges and universities as "a vital social laboratory in which
solutions to knotty national problems have been tested and
perfected' (ACE, 1988) and especially urges creative efforts to
value diversity in the academic atmosphere and campus culture.

These dimensions of cross- or multicultural campus life
provide a context for the exploratory study described below,

which is directed to better understanding the characteristics of
learning and change experienced by students in a credited course
on Social Diversity.

Even if campbses were entirely and equally

safe for all students and if communication among members of
diverse social and cultural groups successful, educational
interventions focussed on Social Diversity would still have
intrinsic value.

But in the current climate there is special

urgency in our better understanding the ways in which our
students 'can unlearn their stereotypes and prejudiced attitudes,

try on different cultural perspectives and develop strategies to
intervene in harassing and discriminatory behaviors.

Briefly told, this paper is part of a larger exploratory
study which will examine social cognitive development in two
groups of college undergraduates involved in a fourteen-week
credited academic course on Social Diversity.

One group consists

of undergraduate student staff who take the credited course as
part of their University General Education curriculum and also as
'oart of their in-service training.

This first group actively

attempts to apply classroom learnings and skills to real-world
residence hall settings.

The second group of undergraduates

experience the same curriculum in the context of their General
Education requirement but without the same degree of intentional
application outside the classroom.

The course is based on an educational approach which
integrates cognitive development with the experiential aspects of
social learning.

Course content consists of social and cultural

identity, social diversity and societal manifestations of
oppression in the areas of gender, race, religion, sexual
orientation, and physical/mental disability.

Explicit learning

objectives for the course include .(1) Awareness of one's own

cultural values and perspectives and those of other social

groups; (2) Information about the history, cultural values
and social context of various social groups including one's own;
(3) Understanding of the principles of socialization and the

dynamics of social oppression; (4) Recognition of real-world
situations embodying differing social and cultural perspectives
or manifesting social oppression; and (5) Interventions, seen
as skills on a continuum from non-collusion in socially
insensitive situations to actions which educate others or
transform oppressive situations.

The cognitive development

aspects of the course are described more fully below.
Research Questions.

The primary long-range goal for our exploratory research
is to identify and document the developmental' changes,

transitions or consolidations dembnstrated by students whose
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experience of the course is augmented by direct application of
classroom learning and skills to real-world situations.

We will

compare their developmental profiles with developmental profiles
for a s,cond group of students who experience the same curriculum
but who are not directly engaged in similar practice.
To assist us in the overall process of research
exploration and discovery, we have developed the following
research questions, which we will revise at each stage of
research as our findings guide our understanding of the problem.
These questions at present are:
(1)

What social cognitive domains and skills are most

directly related to the Social Diversity course content and
procedures?
(2)

How do students at differeRt developmental positions

interact with course content and procedures?

(3) Are there identifiable developmental preconditions or
outcomes in the domains of self-knowledge, social identity,
social perspective taking, moral judgment and complex
problem-solving for students' achievement of the course goals?
(4) Are there identifiable developmental domains or

skills related to social diversity course content and procedures,
other than those named above?
(5) Are there metacognitive or strategic skills iovolved
in the application of knowledge and skills from the classroom to
real-world settings?
It

is important to emphasize the long-range exploratory

nature of this research and of the inquiry suggested by these

questions.

These long-range research questions are presented as

a framework for the initial research and preliminary findings
discussed in this paper.

TI.m, paper presents the first step in

this investigation and suggests further steps which are discussed
at the conclusion of this paper.

This initial research step is directed toward four
immediate goals, three of which result in findings reported
in this paper and a fourth which is currently in progress:
(1) establish base-line descriptive cognitive
developmental profiles for the primary and the parallel
undergraduate populations;

(2) identify areas of commonality or difference in the
base-line develomental profiles of the two student
populations;

(3) use several methodologies to provide a preliminary

assessment of fruitful areas for further inquiry;
(4) establish a framework for future qualitative study.

These research questions reflect our view, derived from
years of teaching social diversity courses but not empirically
tested, that achievement or non-achievement of our course
objectives is related to various developmental profiles in
domains of self-knowledge, social identity, social perspective
taking and moral judgment and to developmental skills such as

complex problem-solving and recognition of real-world examples in
critical incidents.

Further,

it

is possible that the social

diversity course supports, and possibly facilitates, development
in related developmental domains.

Finally, the capacity of

students to apply new skills of self-awareness, social

perspective-taking and complex problem-solving to real-world
settings appears to call

into operation a second level of

strategic learning or metacognitive skills.

It seems desireable

therefore to better understand the cognitive, psychosocial and
strategic or executive skills relevant to real-world transfer and
application as well as those involved in classroom learning
(Rest, 1986; Perkins & Salomon, 1989; Alexander & Judy, 1988).
The first section of this report will more fully describe
the background and developmental context for the social diversity
course.

The second section will review the conceptual framework

of social cognitive development theory which shapes the research
and governs research goals, questions, and selection of
assessment methods.

The third section will present and discuss

the methodology and findings for this first stage of research,
with comments on the second stage currently in prdgress and
implications for future research.

Further research in progress

or projected includes a replication study of the developmental

profiles and a control group of students not involved in social
diversity education.

SECTION I.

BACKGROUND AND EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT.

The Social Diversity course was initially designed to
provide experiential learning about social and cultural diversity
for undergraduate Resident Assistants in a large state university
(undergraduate enrollment 25,000) with a resident undergraduate
population of 11,600.

It integrated instructional innovations

6

and social identity development theory piloted by colleagues
(Weinstein, 1988; Weinstein & Bell, 1985; Jackson & Hardiman,
1988) directed to the pragmantic concerns of residence life.

The

Resident Assistants are student staff who, beyond their other
duties, assume leadership in modelling positive relationships
among members of diverse social and cultural groups.

As

Front-line residence hall staff, student leaders, role models and
peer educators, they are situated to apply whatever they can
directly to their residence hall communities.

Eventually the

course was extended to the general student population as an
elective within the General Education curriculum of the
University.

Although it is still an experiential educational

intervention, the course also includes complex problem-solving
and inductively arrived at conceptual- ,understanding.

The course is taught by faculty, professional staff and
graduate teaching assistants each semester in multiple sections.
The student staff (Resident Assistants) are taught by
professional Student Affairs staff in designated sections, and
the general student populations are taught by School of Education

faculty and graduate teaching assistants in open sections.

All

sections share the same general curriculum, similar instructional

designs and activities and parallel writing assignments.

The

designated sections for student staff differ mainly in their more
explicit attention to real-world case studies drawn directly from
residence hall student life.
derived from social

Our instructional designs are

identity and experiential' training models

noted above (Weinstein, 1989; Weinstein & Bell, 1985; Jackson &

Hardiman, 1988)y experientlil learning theory (Kolb, 1984) and
cognitive developmental theory-to-practice instructional models
(Knefelkamp, 1974; Widick, 1975, 1978; Mentkowski, 1983).

CA

full analysis of the Social Diversity course is forthcoming.]
Prior to setting out on this exploratory research ef+,7pt

to identify more precisely the developmental characteristics of
the social diversity course, the only descriptive and evaluative

data on changes which occurred within the course -- beyond
anecdotal or impressionistic evidence -- came from
end-of-semester Likert-type student course evaluations,
supplemented by open-ended student self-reports.

These

evaluations helped shape our research questions.

At a future

time, these evaluative data will be considered along with our
developmental profiles, using a research principle of

triangulation through several data sources, multiple perspectives
and intersecting methods (Denzin, 1978i Patton, 1980).

SECTION LI. CONCEPTUAL FRAAEWORK: SOCIAL COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT.

Research and empirical evidence support the theory-based
view that gains in social cognitive development can be
facilitated by learning environments characterized by challenge
(dissonance or contradiction, calling for accomodati-on) and

support (assimilation, reinforced by peer interaction) if these
learning environments are designed to match the cognitive
developmental perspectives or positions of the students (Sanford,
1966, 1967; Widick, 1975, 1978; Knefelkamp, 1974, 1976).

There

is also evidence that the development of moral judgment, as a

14
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specific cognitive developmental domain, can be facilitated by
active practice in moral problem-solving which involves active
discussions among peers and in which one position beyond the
students is explicitly modelled (Kohlberg, 1969; Rest, 1986).

These applications of cognitive development theory
provide our major conceptual base.

We beliL,e that the learning

and skill represented by the objectives of the social diversity
course go beyond the realm of attitudinal change to more
fundamental social cognitive developmental issues.

It will be

important to know whether achievement of course goals entail

developmental change in identifiable domains or whether the goals
entail consolidation of pre - existing developmental profiles in

new content areas.

At the same time, the instructional design

and procedures for the Social Diversity course are also derived
from established social cognitive development principles.

The

course incorporates experience-based learning and attempts to
balance challenges to student assumptions and established
perspecn:ies with support through peer affiliation and structured
interactions (Perry, 1970, 1981;

Kitchener, 1982; Kegan, 1981).

The specific domains of social cognitive development which we
think

bear on these educational efforts in the field of Social

Diversity include social-perspective taking (Selman, 1979, 1982),
self-knowledge development (Weinstein & Alschuler, 1985) and
moral judgment (Rest, 1979, 1986).

Further, the newly emerging

field of anti-oppression training theory (Weinstein, 1988)

and

social identity development theory (Jackson dc'Hardiman, 1988) are

directly relevant to the conceptual framework for this work.

-9 -15
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Finally, our efforts to encourage the application of
classroom learnings tc real-world situations are shaped by two
directiOns in recent developmental research.

On the one hand,

there is evidence that optimal skill development is limited to
the immediate facilitating environment (Fischer, 1980, 1984).

On

the other hand, research suggests that transfer across
environments. or domains is itself a skill which can be

facilitated by intentionally combining an information base with
explicit teaching of

metrt,:ognitive strategies (Alexander & Judy,

1988; Perkins & Salomon, 1989).

Conceptual Framework: Selection of Assessment Methods.
(1) The Perry Scheme and Measure of Eoistemoloaical Reflection.

The cognitive development transitions outlined in the
Perry scheme (Perry, 1970, 1986) represent a map of development
familiar 'to teachers of college undergraduate..

These positions

are somewhat arbitrarily defined, for Perry's emphasis is upon
the markers or cues of developmental movement through
qualitatively different views of knowledge from certainty through
uncertainty to contextual thought.

This scheme tracks students'

gradual loss of the view that knowledge is certain and authority
absolute (the Dualist, Positions 1 and 2), their discovery that

some uncertainty seems undeniable, the truth not always known and
authorities useful

in suggesting procedures for problem solving

(Multiplicity, Position 3), until they are able to accept

16
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uncertainty (Multiplicity,'Position 4) begin to think
contextually (Relativism, Position 5) and establish' commitments

within a relativistic framework (Positions 6 to 9).
This account of cognitive development from a dichotomous
to a contextual way of thinking and from an external to an
internal locus of authority for intellectual

judgments, provides

a useful conceptual framework for the intellectual

called for in Social Diversity education.

perspectives

The Perry scheme also

provides a reference point for instructional

design and

assessment (Knefelkampf 1974; Widick, 1978; Mentkowski, 1983).

Learning environments can be t..ted toward contradiction or
disequilibrium to promote change, 'or toward support and moderated

diversity when contradictions seem overwhelming.

And finally,

the Perry model has been shown to suggest the emergence and
evolution of social perspective taking and empathy, meaning the
capacity to coordinate multiple frames of reference and to
differentiate "my experience" or perspective from "your
experienCe" or perspective (1981).

"The relativist

.

.

.

can

understand the differences in experiences as reflecting the
differences in perspectives.

Unlike the dualist, the relativist

expects that people will have somewhat different
interpretations of the same event.

He or she sees no

contradiction in multiple views of a situation, each having
'validity' or 'truth'" (Benack, 1984).

The Perry scheme has gained currency among college
teachers because of its descriptive power and its predictive
potentiality.

But the translation of theory into practice called

17

for valid assessment techniques to identify where students are on
the developmental s,:heme and to assess appropriate developmental
interventions.

The absence of a practical as well as accurate

and reliable production instrument prompted the development of
the Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER) (Baxter Magolda
[Taylor], 1983, 1984; Baxter Magolda & Porterfield, 1985, 1988).
The MER is a standardized, written production task instrument,

with a series of questions that probe separately six domains
intermingled in Perry research for separate written response and
justification: educational decision-making, role of the learner,
role of the instructor, role of peers, evaluation, and nature of
knowledge.

The justifications or reasoning structures evoked by

the probes provide units of analysis or cues For coding, based on
a scoring manual which describes position descriptions and
reasoning structures for each of the six domains.

Perry

positions 1 through 5 are assigned in each of the six domains on

the basis of justifications elicited by the written prompts.

The

positions assigned to the six domains are then averaged for a
Total Protocol Rating.

Two trained raters separately rate each

domain of each protocol working from a rating manual (Baxter

Magolda & Porterfield, 1988) constructed to clarify distinctions
among reasoning structures and justifications within each
position.

The two raters then reconcile their differences (if

any) and arrive at an agreed-upon TPR.

Training for raters

occurs through an independent study or seminar method utilizing
the MER Manual and practice protocc!s with feedback prior to
.ompleting test protocols to establish agreement with expert

rater (Baxter Magolda, 1987a).
As noted earlier, Perry's scneme provides an excellent
fit to the cognitive developmental dimensions of Social Diversity
education: internal locus for judgments and decisions, complex
problem solving, abstract and complex thought.

The application

of the model to social perspective taking, the coordination of

multiple frames of reference and ability to differentiate among
experiences and points of view (Benack, 1981) confirmed Perry as
a model of choice, despite the restriction of its origin in data
generated by research at an elite private college with primarily
male subjects.
The MER's value as a research tool derives from its
production format, its ease as a paper and pencil

instrument with

written questions and probes, the clarity and supports built into
the Rater Training procedures, and the usefulness of the Rater's
Manual with its comprehensive listing of reasoning structures or
justifications for each Perry position in each domain.

It is

also useful as a diagnostic tool for syllabus revision or
instructional design, not only from the cues of Perry positions

but also from the substance of written responses concerning the
role of learner, instructor, peers, and evaluation. [Refer to
Endnote

1

for a more detailed account of the Perry model and

other assessment alternatives.]

(2) The Development of Moral Judgment and Definino Issues Test.
The cognitive developmental theory of moral judgment
locates the emergence of complex and inclusive moral reasoning in

19
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a person's encounter with moral perspectives or moral dilemmas
that challenge one's present cognitive structure.

Lawrence

Kohlberg developed both a theory of moral judgment and an
intervention process whereby moral learning environments would
involve exposure to the next higher level of moral reasoning,

stimuli that pose conflicts or contradictions to the present
reasoning structure, and an open format in which conflicting
moral views could be compared (Kohlberg, 1969, 1976; Smith,
1978).

Kohlberg also predicted that there would be regular,

invariant, hierarchical forward movement from lower to higher
stages of moral judgment.

[Refer to Endnote 2 for a more

detailed summary of Kohlberg's theory of moral judgment and the
Defining Issues Test (DIT) model.]

That this expected outcome did not always emerge from the
longitudinal data (Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969), which for some
subjects showed a dip downward

during their early college years,

prompted the view that college students might exhibit
transitional moral thinking derived from their discovery of the
uncertainty or relativity of human values (Turiel, 1974).

Gillian draws upon the Perry scheme to help account for this
transitional moral thinking among college students.

She notes

that the discovery of multiplicity by students (positions 3 Si 4)

could seem to negate the prior certainty of moral judgments,

derived from a newly discredited dualism, but without providing
the criteria or contexts which they discover at position 5
(Gilligan, 1981; Gilligan & Murphy, 1979).

"This transformation

signified a development from the formal mode of Kohlberg's

principled solutions to a contextual mode wherein the moral
problem was seen, in Perry's terms, to be one of commitment in
relativism" (Gilligan, 1981,

1)

154).

Kohlberg's model of moral judgment development, like
Perry's

model of intellectual development, is built upon

empirical data gathered through indepth longitudinal

interviews,

a method similarly followed in the work of Gilligan (1977) and
Belenky et al (1986). The Kohlberg approach involves an interview

protocol based on hypothetical moral dilemmas (the Heinz dilemma,
for example) with probes to establish a subject's justification
or reasoning structures.

These reasoning structures are matched

to an extensively detailed rating manual to establish judgment
position along with other information.

Interviewers and raters

both require training and certification.
The Defining Issues Test (DYT), by contrast,

is an

objectively scored recognition or preference task instrument used
extensively in moral judgment research.

As a recognition or

preference instrument it produces higher stage levels than an
interview or sentence completion format (Rest,
1982).

1976; Mines,

It consists of a moral dilemmas followed by a number of

questions and probes to establish a subject's reasoning

structures or justifications for the preferred response to the
dilemma.
scorable.

Responses are marked directly on a form that is machine

The scoring system provides a profile for each the

subject's responses at each stage level, the P score (percentage
of Principled or stage 5 and 6 responses), reliability and

consistency checks and several other features (Rest, 1979; Mines,

1982).

The DIT over the years has been used in numerous studies
to measure increases in moral judgment attributed to educational

programs and other interventions across age groups and
Rest provides detailed analyses

educational levels (Rest, 1986).

of these, from a cross-sectional and longitudinal perspective
(Rest, 1979) and across culture, gender and religion (Rest,
1986).

According to analyses and meta-analysis of a

representative sample of 56 DIT studies and over 6000 subjects,
the gender effect on the DIT is thought to be insignficant, as is
the interaction between gender and age/education (Rest, 1986).

(3) Exleriential Learnin

Theor

and Learnin

Style Inventor

.

Virtually all educational efforts to stimulate active or

experience-based learning derive from the work of Piaget, who has
shown in careful descriptive studies of infants, children and
adolescents the interrelation of intellectual growth with active
experimentation and direct, concrete experience (Piaget,
1932/1965, 1972, 1977).

Kohlberg's theory of the development of

moral judgment and Perry's theory of intellectual development as
described above are obviously based upon Piaget's example.
Piaget's influence can also be seen in the currency of
experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1981, 1984), which has other
roots in Kurt Lewin's (1951) application of action-research to
planned-change interventions in small groups, large organizations
and community systems.

The Lewin-tradition Can be traced in the

T-groups and sensitivity training of the fifties and sixties,

22
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applied to human relations and the dynamics of group- and
inter-group interventions and social change.

The Social

Diversity course owes its simulations, small group discussions,
personal inventories, structured exercises, observation tools and

skill-building activ;ties to these two traditions of social
learning -- Piaget and Lewin -- that converge in the experiential
learning model of David Kolb (1981,. 1984).

The core of Kolb's experiential learning model

is a four

stage cycle -- from Concrete Experience (CE) through Reflective
Observation (RO) and Abstract Conceptualization (AC) to Active
Experimentation (AE) -- which represents the transformation of
exper

-ice into concepts and behavior, provides a basis for

identifying different orientations to learning or learning types,
and demystifies theory by rooting it firmly in the concrete
and reflective components of learning (Kolb, 1981). [Refer to
Endnote 3 for further discussion and illustrative figures.]
Kolb's learning model

is applicable to the Social

Diversity course in several ways: (1) as a description of the

four meior components or stages of social learning, (2) as a

typology for individual orientations or preferences toward one
component over the others and (3) as a frame of reference for
intentional experiential learning design.

Its capacity to

represent the learning cycle as a recurrent phenomena at
increasing levels of complexity, within which all four components

are integrated and consolidated, gives it further value as a
cognitive developmental intervention as well.

The 1985 revised Learning-Style Inventory (LSI 1985) is a
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twelve-item rank-order forced choice questionnaire designed to
provide information on a subject's learning style preference.
Subjects rank-order their preferences among the four possible
responses to each question,:the four responses reflecting the
four learning modes -- Concrete Experience (characterized by
feeling), Reflective Observation (watching), Abstract

Conceptualization (thinki), and Active Experimentation
(doing).

The LSI measures the respondent's relative'

orientation toward each of the four learning orientations -- CE,
RO, AC, and AE -- as well as the two combination scores
indicating preference of abstractness over concreteness (AC-CE)

and action over reflection (AE-RO) (Smith & Kolb, 1985).
The LSI (1985) had value for this initial stage of
exploratory research for at least two reasons.

First, we draw

directly on the Experiential Learning model to substantiate our
application of all four learning modes in instructional design
and use the four components of the model to explain to students
our rationale for various instructional activities.

This is

important in an experientially taught course which otherwise
seems to some students to contradict the norm they have
experienced

of large lectures emphasizing passive learning.

The

second reason is to test the possibility that the student staff
in our primary population may differ from the general student
sample in our parallel population on the basis of learning style
orientation or preference.

Although this possibility

is derived

mainly from impressionistic evidence, it achieves some support
from the practical orientation expressed by some members of the
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primary population whose orientation is toward direct application
of skills.

We also believe this aspect of research, along with

the two measures of development, will provide valuable student
profiles for our instructors at the same time that we are
refining our research questions and characterizing the
developmental processes in the domain of social diversity.

(4)

Index of Homophobia.

It seemed important for us to utilize one assessment
instrument at least that measured course content attitudinal

change as distinct from the structural developmental features
of perspective and meaning-making.

The research principle of

triangulation (Patton, 1980) provides the rationale to draw on a
related but distinctive methodology to augment the range of data.
Further, we cannot be sure until we examine our findings that the
changes we are looking for are primarily developmental or

attitudinal, or the degree to which various aspects of personal
change and learning intersect.

It will be clear that as

described thus far, two of the four quantitative measures (the
MER and DIT) focus on cognitive development, while the third
(LSI) -- although a learning style instrument -- is nonetheless

derived from a compatible developmental conceptual frameworks.

A word, first, about the domain to which the selected
Index of Homophobia (Hudson & Ricketts, 1980) belongs.

One goal

of this exploratory long-term study is to understand whether (and
if so, to what extent) the outcomes of Social Diversity education
in the domains of self-awareness, social perspective-taking and
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complex problem solving, are developmental

in nature and have

Since our curriculum takes up five

developmental preconditions.

general subject areas -- gender, race, religion, sexual

orientation and physical or;mental disability -- we are including
one content attitudinal indicator.

We chosle an indicator of

homophobia, because course evaluations and classroom observation
suggested that our students had the least prior exposure, to

education about sexual orientation and had less prior awareness
of the socially desireable responses that might cloud an
attitudinal measu;-

Further, the classroom resistance we had

experienced in dealing with sexual orientation as a topic for
study further suggested that the pi-E.- and post-test results on a

reliable instrument might provide useful information, quite apart
from its value in triangulating a developmental study.

And

finally, if we were to discover more significant change on an
attititudinal measure than in our pair of developmental
instruments, we would know to shift focus in later stages of our
inquiry. 'We selected an instrument ohich focussed upon affect

and feeling toward homosexuality rather than judgments about the
morality of homosexuality or knowledge or responses concerning
beliefs or legality, in order to assess the depth and range of
attitudinal change.

The Index of Homophobia or IHP (Hudson & Ricketts,
1980)

is a 25-item summated category partition scale with a score

ranging from 0 to 100.

Subjects rank their answers from 1 (=

Strongly agree) to 5 (= Strongly disagree) in response to
twenty-five statements which probe feelings of fear, disgust,
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anger, discomfort and aversion which the authors characterize as
indicating homophobia.

12 of the 25 statements are positively

stated (n1 would feel comfortable

.

.

.

"

"I would enjoy"); 13 of

the 25 statements are negatively stated ("I would feel
uncomfortable

.

.

) and must be reverse scored before the final

score is tallied (e.g., 1=5, 2=4, 4=2, 5=1).

Respondents

expressing low discomfort or aversion gain low scores and
conversely, respondents expressing considerable dread, disgust or
fear show high scores.

EReliability and validity information

appears in Endnote 4.3

SECTION III.

METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS:
STAGE ONE OF RESEARCH.

This paper reports on the research design, methodology
and preliminary findings at the first stage of long-term
exploratOry research.

The primary research objectives at this

initial stage are (1) establishment of base-line developmental
profiles for the two undergraduate populations involved in a

fourteen week credited Social Diversity course, (2) preliminary
comparison of the populations and (2) consideration of the

relative value of findings from instruments drawn from several
methodologies, using the research principle of triangulation.
Participants and Cohort Sample Size.
Stage one of the research focussed upon creation of

base-liine developmental profiles for two parallel undergraduate
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populations engaged in a course on social diversity education.
The primary populations consists of undergraduate Resident
Assistants who are front-line residence hall student staff and
who participate in designated sections of the course augmented by
concurrent application of classroom learning to real-world
situations.

The parallel population is a sample of the general

student population enrolled in open sections of the same course
but not augmented by concurrent application to non-classroom
settings.

The primary population sample size started at 176, but
reduced to 149 by the end of the year through normal mid-year
attrition for student staff.

ThiS group -- Cohort

1

-- included

all Resident Assistants then on staff in their first year of
service as student staff.

They range in age from 18 - 23,

in

college class from sophomore to senior and represented nearly all

college majors available, as described by an official list of
departmental majors in the University.
44;). of Cohort

1

participants who completed the study were

male (n = 66), 56% were female (n = 83).

The Cohort 1 pre-tests

were administered in early September 1987, while student staff
were together in pre-service training but six months before the
beginning of their Social Diversity course.

Post-tests were

administered in mid-May 1988 during the last week of the course.
Nine months elapsed between the two testing periods.

The parallel sample consisted of 70 students enrolled in
three open sections of the Social Diversity course during the
1989 academic year:

1

section (n = 19) from Spring 1989 and 2
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sections (n = 28 and 23) fi-om Fall 1989.

This sample is

identified as Cohort 2 and consisted of 21 men and 44 women, all

four college classes, an age range from 18 to 22 and a number of
departmental majors.

The open sections from which the parallel

population was drawn were taught using the same syllabus and
instructional design, the same writing assignments and the same

readings as were used in the designated sections for the student
staff.

The only differences between the two samples derive from

the direct application of learning and skills practiced by
members of the primary population.
It was not possible to replicate in the study of Cohort 2
the nine-month interval that elapSed between the pre- and
post-test administrations for Cohort 1.

In the case Of Cohort 2

we had only a ten-week interval between the pre- and post-tests.
Further, a full academic year elapsed between the completion of
Cohhort 1 post-tests and administration of Cohort 2 pre- and post
tests.

To strengthen future comparisons between the two

populations represented by Cohorts 1 and 2, we added a small
second sample from the primary population.

This sample of 24 --

identified as Cohort 3 -- is drawn from the primary population of
student staff as is Cohort 1, but was studied within the same

time frame as Cohort 2 thereby providing a closer approximation
for the primary population of the conditions under which we
studied the parallel population.

The small sample size for

Cohort 3 is problematic but we note that further samples now in
progress but not reported in this paper will provide better
balanced sample sizes. [See discussion (6)

below at p. 43.)
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Cohort 3 student staff were enrolled in designated sections of
the course in Fail 1989.

The Cohort 3 age spread was 18-24 with

29% (n = 7) male and 71% (n = 17) female.

All four college

classes were represented in; this small sample and a range of
college majors.

Pre-tests for Cohorts 2 and 3 were administered during
the first three weeks of the semester.

Posts-tests were

administered during the last week of the semester, with a ten to
twelve week interval between the two tests. All 70 students in
Cohort 2

and all 24 students in Cohort 3 completed the. pre- and

post-tests, although not all students in these samples completed
all aspects of every instrument.

We indicate the missing data in

the discussion which follows.
Procedures.

Participants in the three cohorts completed four
instruments during both the pre- and post-tests with one
exception:

Cohort 1 was administered the Learning Style

Inventory for one test only, whereas Cohorts 2 and 3 took the LSI
in both pre- and post-tests to discover whether the LSI profiles
remained constant.

The instruments, described in Section II

above, included six domains of the Measure of Epistemological
Reflection (MER), six dilemmas of the Defining Issues Test (DIT),

forced rankings of the 12-item Learning Style Inventory (LSI) and
the 25 item five-ranked responses to the Index of Homophobia (IHP).
In this initial data base, we collected minimal

'demographic information so as not to be intrusive: age, gender,
college class, college major, parental occupation.
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We plan to

gather further demographic-data as we determine from these
findings what demographic information we need and toward what
purpose.

For qualitative study at a later research stage,

we pre-collected from members of the three cohorts written
examples of complex problem solving.

These examples of writing

were produced by a structured Social Issues Inventories.
to (6) below for a description of this instrument.]

(Refer

We also

collected course evaluations from the semesters and course
sections pertinent to the three cohorts.

These evaluations

consist of Likert-style response items as well as written
responses to open-ended questions.
Rating of the LSI involved basic addition in each of the
four columns indicating the four learning orientations: CE, RO,
AC and AE.

On the LSI we looked simply for the means for each of

the four modes of experiential learning to establish profiles for
individual students and means for each of the cohorts.

The IMP called for transposing the numbered responses for
the negatively-worded items so that a response of 5 = 1, 4 = 2, 2
= 4 and 1 = 5, and adding the numbered responses.

There is a

formula to adjust for missing items.
The DIT was computer read at the Center for the Study of
Ethical Development at the University of Minnesota and computer
reread by us.

The Center provided complete printout readings and

a floppy disk, with profiles for all respondents across all
stages.

The information in respondent profiles included a

P-score (percentage of principled responses, e.g. responses at

stages 5 and 6), an M-score (Meaningless responses) as well as
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other information we will make use of in a later stage of
research.

The Center established descriptive statistics based

upon a purged sample: All respondents who failed the Centers'

Meaningless and Consistency:checks were deleted from their
statistical analysis, which resulted in a considerably smaller
sample size.

In the discussion of findings we draw on both the

purged samples from the Center and our recalculations of
non-purged responses from the entire samples.
Rating the MERs required the establishment of at least
two raters who had been trained, tested and certified.

A

research team of one faculty member, two doctoral students and
two masters students met throughoLit the Fall 1987 semester to
train for testing and certification.

This research team was

engaged in Partnership Research derived from the faculty-Student
Affairs partnership which makes possible the participation of
student staff in Social Diversity education.

This research team

worked with a pre-publication although revised version of the MER
Rating Manual (Baxter Magolda & Porterfield, 1988).

The team

followed a procedure that combined the workbook method with

weekly seminar meetings, practiced on MER protocols for which
expert ratings and explanations had been provided, and
supplemented our work with individual study as descrubed in
Baxter Magolda, 1987a.

Raters were then tested on MER protocols

they had not seen before, and their responses compar'

Magolda with expert ratings for the test protocols.

by Baxter
All five

members of the Partnership Research group were certified with
inter-rater reliability ranges from .31 to .94.
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Cohort 1 MER rating occurred after the post-tests had
been administered, following a process by which pre- and
post-tests were *intermingled to reduce possible rater

prejudgments but differentiated pre- and post by a color-code
unknown to the raters.
of two.

The five raters formed four rating teams

This overly elaborate process was not followed for

Cohorts 2 and 3, which were rated by two raters only, with
interrater reliability of .91 and .94 at prior certification.

Normally raters work independently and reconcile
differences in the Total Protocol Rating only.

For the purposes

of this study, however, raters reconciled differences for every
one of the six domains.

We did so to arrive at base-line data

which included frequencies and percentages for two of the six MER
domains which were of special interest to us -- Domain 4, Role of
Peers and Domain 6, Nature of Knowledge and Truth

.

These data

will be included in the discussion section that follows.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS: STAGE ONE.
Demooraphic Data:

(1)

The age range for participants in the three Cohorts
ranged from 18 to 24, with the majority between 19 and 20 (74.5%)
for Cohort I, age 19 (33X) for Cohort 2 and age 20 (50%) for

Table 1.1 shows frequency

Cohort 3 at the time of the posttest.

distribution and percentages for age across the three cohorts.

Table 1.1:

Age across Cohorts

Age

C
0

19

18

0
r

t

I

20

No
/0

I.

'7

5

52

35

59

40

2

16

23

23

33

14

20

8

12

50

4

/

GI

1

22

24

23

22

21

15

7

5

81

11

2

3

7

29

1

2

1

Missing

es,

JO

0

0

01

0

7

10

0

o

0

0

0

0

11

4

3

Cohort 1: N=149

Cohort 2: N=70
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Cohort 3: N=24

As noted earlier, the gender balance within the 149
Cohort 1 sample was

44% was male, 56% female.

In Cohort 2 (n =

70), 30% were male and 63 % female, with 7% missing data.
Cohort 3 (n = 24), 29% were; male, 71% female.

In

Table 1.2 shows

frequency distribution for gender across cohorts.

Table 1.2:

Gender across Cohorts

G

Cohort 1

e

(N=149)

Cohort

Cohort 3

2

(N=70)

(N=24)

n
d
e
r

7.

Tr

10

.

M

F

1

Missing

66

44.3

21

30.0

7

29.2

83

55.7

44

62.9

17

70.3

0

0.0

3

7.1

0

I

0.0

All three samples presented a range of college majors
with no special clustering of academic interests.

This is not

surprising in the case of Cohort 2, made up of students taking
Social Diversity primarily to fulfill

a University General

Education requirement, but it did surprise us in the case of
student staff in Cohorts

1

and 3.

In Cohort

1

(n = 149), the

college majors generated 23 different major departments, with no

one major exceeding the high of 14% to = 21) for Management
majors.

Only two other majors had more than 10% of the Cohort

1

sample of 149: Science majors from College of Arts and Sciences
were 11% (n = 17) and Communication Studies majors. 10% (n = 15).
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The next two were 8% for both Engineering and Psychology (n =
12) .

Cohort 2, a smaller sample (n = 70), had only slightly
less variety, 17 academic majors with 9 (13%) missing data.

The

three majors over 10% for this group were Engineering 20% (n =
14), English 10% (n = 7) and History 19% (n = 13).
Cohort 3, a smaller sample of student staff (n = 24),
represented 11 majors.

In this sample only three majors showed

at the 12.5% (n = 3): Political Science; Psychology and History.
Missing cases were 12.5% (n = 3).
47% of Cohort 1 were juniors (n = 70), not surprising in

the light of eligibility restrictions for student staff.

Similarly, 62.5%(n = 15) of Cohort 3 -- the smaller sample of
student staff -- were also juniors..

In Cohort 2, the sample was

fairly evenly distributed among'first-year students, sophomores
and juniors. Table 1.3 shows frequencies and percentages for
distibution of college class across the three cohorts.

Table 1 . 3 :

College Class across Cohorts

C

Cohort 1

1

(N=149)

Cohort 2

Cohort 3

(N=70)

(N=24)

a
S

.
m

s

Fr

A
T

.m

0

0.0

17

24.3

1

4.2

Soph

47

31.5

24

34.3

1

4.2

Jr

70

47.0

16

22.9

15

62.5

32

21.5

8

11.4

7

23.:1

0

0.0

5

7.1

0

I. 0.0

I

e
S..-

Missing

I

I
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(2)

The Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER).
We used the MER to establish developmental profiles for

each sample and to assess the effects of time, which we
had been unabl'a to hold equal

across cohorts.

We also looked for

differences between the two student populations.

Finally we

looked for developmental profiles which might support the
current instructional design, keyed primarily to Position 3

(Multiplicity) but with moderate attention to needs of students
in Position 2 (Dualism) and Position 4 (Relativism).

Our on-going observation of student staff -- the
population from which Cohorts 1 and 3 were drawn -- had led us to
believe that Domain 4 (Role of Peers) and Domain 6 (Nature of
Knowledge and Truth) should bear special scrutiny.

Student staff

characteristically seemed especially interested in the views.of
their peers and they seemed unusually aware that their peers had
subjective points of view that 'differed from their own, a
developmental perspective which has been shown to be congruent

with Relativistic thinking (Benack, 1984).

We hypothesized that

Domains 4 and 6 might be a leading edge for development in a
course devoted to Social Diversity and social perspective-taking
for the general student population in the open sections
(represented in our sample by Cohort 2) as well as for the
student staff in designated sections.

The majority of participants in each of the three cohorts
responded according to Position 3 (Multipliciy) across most
domains.

A notable exception occurred in Domain 6 (Nature of

Knowledge and Truth), where the three cohorts had a strong
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Position 4 (Relativism) showing.

Statistical analysis showed no

significance at .05 for the Domain 4 and Domain 6 frequencies.

Table 2.1 shows MER means and s+andard deviations across
the three cohorts.

Table

Z.2

(next page) shows the frequencies

and percentages across cohorts for MER Domain 4 (Role of Peers),
Domain 6 (Nature of Knowledge and Truth) and Total Protocol
ratings.

Table 2.1:

NUM: Descriptive Statistics for Pre and Post Tests across

Cohorts

C
o

h
o
r
t

s
t
P
r
e

TPR

MER 6

MER 4

T
e

Mean

Std.Dev.

Mean

Std.Dev.

Mean

Std.Dev.

3.13

0.69

3.47

0.66

3.31

0.56

3.15

0.59

3.53

0.67

3.29

0.60

3.05

0.66

3.16

0.64

2.91

0.34

3.24

0.60

3.41

0.64

3.16

0.38

3.21

0.59

3.52

0.59

3.11

0.34

3.28

0.58

3.71

0.47

3.33

-0.32

1

P
o
s
t

P
r
e

2

P
o
s
t

P
r
e
3

P
o
s
t

Cohort 1 Post-test: N=108; Cohort
Cohort I Pre=test: N=112;
Cohort
2
Post-test: N=62; Cohort 3 Pre2 Pre-test: N=67;
test: N=24; Cohort 3 Post-test: N=17.
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Table 2.2:

MER: Frequencies and Percentages across Cohorts

C
0

h

Pre-Test

Post-Test

Pre-Test

Post-Test

Pre-Test

Post-Test

0

r
t

31

20.8

27

18.1

39

26.2

62

41.6

56

37.6

2

1.3

5

3.4

i6

51.0

67

45.0

31

20.8

35

23.5

0.7

g38

25.5

44

29.5

38

36

**Note:

25.5

51.4

45

27

38.6

38

25.5

41

27.5

6

8.6

1

1.4

58

82.9

47

67.1

14

20.0

16

22.9

19

27.1

3

4.3

g 3

4.3

11

15.7

3

4.3

2

8.3

4.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

I5

62.5

11

45.8

12

50.0

5

20.8

21

87.5

9

37.5

7

29.2

6

25.0

10

41.7

12

50.0

3

12.5

8

33.3

1

4.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

7

29.2

0

0.0

7

29.2

11-44 position is computed in the following manner:

11.4

1.50 to 2.49 = 2; 2.50

to 3.49 = 3; 3.50 to 4.49 = 4; 4.50 to 5.49 = 5.

Cohort 1: N=149

Cohort 2: N=70

Cohort

N=24

We must comment on missing cata in the MERs, primarily in
the samples of student staff (Cohorts 1 and 3), which range foe'
Cohort

1

(n = 149) from 25% (n = 38) among pre-tests to 30% (n =

45) for post-tests; the smaller sample of Cohort 3 (n = 24)
reaches 29% (n = 7) for post-tests.

We found student staff

extremely hard-pressed at the end of the semester, more so than
the general student population, and they cut corners even when
otherwise completing their responses to the post-tests.

Some

Cohort 1 MER post-test protocols were terse to the point of

unratability, a problem we later worked to correct with Cohorts 2
and 3, where we

stressed the importance of complete responses.

As a result of 28% missing data, we question the reliability of
Cohort 1 TPRs. The same is true for Cohort 3.

The replication

study currently in process should correct this problem and
provide reliable profiles.

All three samples show modest increases in mean scores
for Domain 4 (Role of Peers) and Domain 6 (Nature of Knowledge
and Truth).

(See 'able 2.1 above.)

It is notable that these

Domain-specific gains hold true even for Cohort 1, where

otherwise the TPR mean shows a slight overall decrease of .02 fom
3.31 to 3.29.

Again, it will be important to see whether these

domain-specific increases repeat in the replication study.

It

will also be interesting to consider whether the student staff
cohort, studied over a nine-month period, was showing
consolidation at Position 3 (Multiplicity)

in a challenging

education-to-practice program in a new domain of learning, rather
than movement to Position 4 (Relativism) except in Domain 6
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(Nature of Knowledge and Truth).
Cohort 3 shows a slight gain from a TPR mean score on the

pre-test of 3.11 (SD = .34)to a TPR mean score on the post-test
of 3.33 (SD = .32) with 7 missing cases.

Cohort 2 showed a

larger gain, although from a lower pre-test TPR mean of 2.91 (SD

= .34) with 3 missing cases, to a post-test TPR of 3.16 (SD =
.38) with 8 missing cases.

In all three cohorts we may be seeing

either movement into Position 3 (Multiplicity) or consolidation
within Position 3.

(3)

The Defining Issues Test (OTT).
At this initial stage of research, in which the primary

emphasis is upon creation of base-line developmental profiles for
both student populations, we are focussing primarily on the P (=
Principled) score for the DIT.

P-scores represent the percentage

of answers to the moral dilemmas for a given respondent at the
stage 5 and 6 levels.

As noted above, we are working here with

two sets of descriptive statistics for DIT findings.

The first

set derives from a purged sample prepared for us by the Center
for the Study of Ethical Development (University of Minnesota)
which omits any DIT protocols failing the Meaningless,
Consistency or multiple error checks.

The smaller size of this

DIT sample, after purging, creates problems of sample size (with
concomitant assets of sample reliability) equivalent to our
removal of MER protocols with missing or unratable responses
(reported as missing cases in the MER sample).
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We recalculated

DIT data in our unpurged samples.

These data report a larger

sample size but less reliable findings.

Missing cases in this

second instance result from protocols without answers or
protocols not turned in.

Table 3.1 (which appears on the following set of pages)
shows the purged sample across cohorts, and within Cohort 2
across subgroups from the 3 open sections of the Social Diversity
These- are the data as sent to us from the Center for. the

course.

study of E':hical Development at the University of Minnesota.

Their descriptive data enables us to examine movement across
individual stage positions rather than focus upon the percentage
of principled answers only.
comparison (Rest, 1979).

They also provide norms for

Table 3.2 (next pages) presents the

means and standard deviations for the three cohorts from the
purged simple and from our larger inclusive sample.
It is important to keep in mind the purged sample sizes
if one is tempted to interpret the stage-to-stage movement shown
in Table 3.1 or changes from pre-test to post-test.
Cohort

1

Although the

data, for example, show a slight decrease in Stage 2, 3

and 4 scores concomitant with a slight increase in Stage 5a, 5b
and 6 scores, the sample loss is 45 within the purged sample,

drawing sample size down from 135 pre-test subjects to 90
post-test subjects.

The pre-test purged sample (n = 135) has 13

fewer than our inclusive sample (n = 148 with 1 missing case) and

at the post-test the purged sample (n = 90) has 55 fewer than our
inclusive sample (n = 145 with 5 missing cases).
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DIT: Descriptive Statistics for Purged Samples Across Cohorts and

Table 3.1:
Subgroups

C

Stage

e

S

hben
o

o
r
t

u

a

T

M

A
2

3

4

5a

5b

P

6

G

s

/

r

t

S

P

M

3.30

8.55

16.99

18.10

4.75

3.62

2.34

2.38

44.11

D

2.99
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Cohort 1: Pre-Test - N=135; Post-Test - N=90
Cohort 2, Subgroup 1: Pre-Test - N=I6; Post-Test - N=I5
Cohort 2, Subgroup 2: Pre-Test - N =22;. Post-Test - N=18
Cohort Z. Subgroup 3: Pre-Test - N=I7; Post Test - N=18
Cohort 3: Pre-Test - N=17; Post-Test - N=I2
College Norm Sample: N=270

These descriptive statistics were prepared from the purged DU Samples by the
Center for the Study of Ethical Development at the University of Minnesota.
For an explanation of the college norm sample, see Rest, 1979.

Table 3.2: 'DIT P-Scores:'Descriptive Statistics for Purged and Total Samples
Across Cohorts
Cohort I

Chart 1

Pc:sr.-Test

Stc.1.0

I

Mastn:

Test

Post-Test

15,--*-7est

I

3t ...J

Post

Stri.3

Mean.
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:W.:4
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16.23
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Pre P-e

1

Pcsz - :T=64
N=.-37;

Post - N=.-30

As Table 3.2 indicates, the Cohort 1 purged sample (n =
135) had considerably higher P-score means than the complete
sample P-score means.

The purged sample had P-score means of

44.11 (SD = 14.13) and 48.35 (SD = 2.26) whereas 'the total

inclusive sample P-score means of 41.83 (SD = 15.38) and 33.06
(SD = 23.5).

We are puzzled by this score loss in the total

inclusive sample, which clearly does not accord with gain
predictions from moral judgment development theory.

Gain loss

did not occur in the other samples and, more important, did not

appear in the purged DIT Cohort 1 sample which showed a P-score
gain.

Cohort

To add to the puzzle, the purged post-test sample from
1

-- when compared by the statistical service at the

Center for the study of Ethical Development to the norms they had
established for College Age respondents to the DIT (Rest,
-- indicated statistical significance (p

<

.05)

1979)

in relation to

their college norms.

We did a simple Pearson correlation between Cohort 1 pre-

and post-tests for total samples and we find a significant
correlation in the case of stages 4, 5a and 6, as well as the
Meaningless check and the P-scores.

We are not ready to

interpret these findings and will reexamine them in the light of

findings from the replication study currently in progress.

ESee

discussion in (6) below.]

Table 3.2 shows that Cohorts 2 and 3 gained as predicted
from developmental theory (Rest, 1979, 1986) by as much as 10%
for the total sample of Cohort 2 and 12% for the purged and total
samples of Cohort 3 (10 missing post-test cases).

return to these data for an inter-stage and

We

intra-cohort analysis of both purged and total samples within
each of the three cohorts at a later stage of research.

At a

later time we will study gain scores in our replication study and
test again for significance.

Learning Style Inventory (LSI).

(4)

In the initial research plan, we had intended to
administer the LSI once only and did so with Cohort 1.

Cohorts 2
For

and 3 were given the LSI at both pre- and post-test periods.
cross-cohort comparison in this initial report, therefore, we

compare the Cohort 1 single LSI test findings with the Cohorts 2
The pre.- and post-test results for

and 3 pre-tests results.

Cohorts 2 and 3 revealed interesting differences and we will
present them separately.

Table 4.1 shows the frequency and percentage means for
each of the four learning style orientations (CE, RO, AC and AE)
One finding, which contradicted our

across the three cohorts.

Table 4.1:

LSI: Frequencies and Percentages Across Cohorts

C
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16.8

20

13.4

39

26.2

21
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29.5
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14

20.0

14

20.0

21

30.0

15

21.4
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5

20.8

4

16.7

6

25.0

8

33.3

1

4.2

%

Cohort 1: N=149
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Cohort 2: N=70
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r

wap

Cohort 3: N=24

initial expectation that the profile for Cohort 1, which

was made up of student staff who expressed strong interest in the
"practical" applications of the Social Diversity skills, showed
the largest clustering -- 26.2% (n = 39) -- in Abstract

Conceptualization with a balanced profile among the other
orientations (44 missing cases).

three

On the other hand, the small

Cohort 3 sample supported our expectation, with 33.3% (n = 3)
preferring Active Experimentation at the pre-test, but the second
highest mean of 25% (n = 6) preferring Abstract
Conceptualization.

30% (n = 21) of Cohort 2 favored AE, followed

by a tie at 20% (n = 14) favoring AC and 20

favoring RO (15

missing cases).

These data provide interesting discomfirmation of an
assumption that students who self-select into the role of student
staff (represented in Cohorts 1 and 3) select any one learnihg
style orientation or preference.
It

is of further interest that the results from pre- and

post test administration of the LSI suggested shifts
orientation within the Cohort 2 and 3 samples.

in

These

intra-cohort changes in overall profile are shown in Table 4.2
(see next page).

Statistical analysis suggested that the

intra-cohort changes from pre- to post-tests for Cohorts 2 and 3
reached significance (p

<

.05).

We will study the results of the

replication study in progess to see whether the intra-cohort
changes in learning style orientation over a 10 week interval
recurs.

We do not have comparable data or norms regarding changes

47
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in learning style orientation during an equally short period
LSI: Frequencies and Percentages 'for .pre-Test and Post-Test:
Cohorts 2 and 3

Table 4.2:
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Cohort 2: N=70
between tests.

Cohort 3: N=24
We will want to know whether changes in

orientation by individual students is related to our even-handed
emphasis upon each of the four dimensions of the Experiential

Learning Cycle as reference points for insstructional activities
and assignments.

The number of missing cases makes us reluctant

to overtax these preliminary data and we will reexamine this
aspect of the study with the replication study and comparison
study.

(5) Index of Homophobia (IHP).
It will be remembered that the IHP
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1

100 scoring system

is one in which the lower score indicates greater comfort toward

gays and lesbians and the higher score indicates greater dread or
disgust, indicative therefore of greater homophobia.
shows the decreased scores in each cohort.

Table 5.1

It was not surprising

that Cohort 2 general student sample showed higher pre-scores for

homophobia -- although still below 50% -- than the two samples of
student staff.

Statistical analysis found significant change for

Cohorts 1 and 2 in the two test periods (p

<

.05).

This change

affirms student assertions in the open-ended course evaluations
that their most memorable learning dealt with homophobia, in part
(they asserted) because they had the least awareness or knowledge
in that area.

Table 5.1:

MEP: Descriptive Statistics for Pre-Test and Post-Test

Across Cohorts

Cohort 1

Cohort 2

Cohort 3

(N=70)

(N=24)

(N=149)

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Mean

41.7

36.0

48.4

39.3

29.4

27.6

Std.Dev.

16.2

16.6

18.8

20.2

16.8

17.1

# cases

148

107

69

62

23

18

Missing

1

42

1

8

1

6
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(6)

Implications for Further Research: Next Steos.

This initial report represents the first stage of a
larger exploratory study, currently in progress. The base-line

developmental profiles presented here are limited by some of the
methodological difficulties that emerged in the initial stages of
administering the instruments.

Briefly, these difficulties

included differing sample size across

post-test cohorts,

different time frames for Cohort 1 and Cohorts 2 and 3, and

11

incomplete post-test protocols marring MER and purging DIT
-results.

These difficulties will be corrected in the replication

study currently in progress, which include these changes: (1)

Evenly matched (n = 150) large sample size for the primary and
parallel populations; (2) Equivalent time frames for the primary
and parallel populations (e.g., both tested in the same Spring
1990 semester); (3) Efforts to elicit thorough completed protocol

responses; (4) Additional demographic data, such as ethnic and
racial background and GPA; (5) Statistical analysis for
III

significance of overall gains (wherever they occur) and to test
for the effects of time, age, college class and gender.
Confirmation or disconfirmation of the preliminary
findings reported in this paper can be provided at the next
stage.

In particular, confirmation or disconfirmation will be
III

looked for in the following areas:

(1) Demographic Data: Do departmental majors of college
students bear on response to Social Diversity education? On
learning style (Kolb, 1981)?

What are the comparable effects of
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age in relation to college class on MER or DIT scores?
a gender effect?

Is there

Is there a race or ethnicity effect? And does

GPA correlate with developmental level or movement?

(2) MER: We would want to eon-Firm the overall Position 3

(Multiplicity) profile for these students and confirm the
preliminary evidence that Domain 4 (Role of Peers) and Domain 6
(Nature of Knowledge and Truth) develop in advance of other
domains.

In particular we will look for confirmation of gain

scores in those two domains.

We will read for gender effects in

style of response, insofar as those are notable in the language
produced by the MER probes (Baxter Magolda, 1989a & b).

We will

also look to TPRs for confirmation of developmental consolidation

within Multiplicity for the new domain of social and cultural
diversity, rather than developmental movement,_ given the time

effect and limitations of a single 14-week semester.

(3) DIT: We need to provide an inter-stage intra-cohort

analysis if we are to interpret the nature of individual and
cohort profiles, a procedure recommended by Rest (1979).

Such an

analysis is called for in the current samples as well as the
replication study.

(4) LSI:

We will want to confirm the distribution of

Darning styles within separate sections of the Social Diversity
course as well as between or across cohorts.

More important we

will monitor changes in learning style orientation and preference
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between pre- and post-tests.

(5) IHP: Gain scores on the content attitudinal measure
appeared our most clear-cut.

We will confirm these findings and

evaluate the use of other content attitudinal measures,

in other

content areas of the Social Diversity course: race, gender,
anti- Semitism for example.

It is possible that short term

d

changes in attitude and feeling toward specific course content
are more visible than structural qualitative changes in
developmental domains, at least as those changes are currently
measured by existing assessment instruments and within a fourteen
week time frame.

Next, a step especially critical toward our long-term
research goals involves the establishment of base-line

developmental profiles for a comparison sample of undergraduate
students matched for college class, age and gender but

not

involved in the Social Diversity course or other formal classroom
or training aspects of social diversity education.

Such a

comparison profile will help us disentangle the effects of formal
social diversity education from the common experience among all

students of the effects of time, exposure to college, and
exposure to social and cultural differences on campus or

in home

communities.

Finally, we will examine the feasibility of identifying
qualitative developmental descriptors for students selected from
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the initial as well as our later samples.

We will do this by

examining Social Issues Inventories written by and collected from
members of Cohorts 2 and 3, for developmental cues in the domains
of self-knowledge (Weinstein & Alschuler, 1985), social

identity

development (Jackson & Hardiman, 1988) and social perspective
taking (Selman, 1976, 1980; Benack, 1984).

This will be a pilot

effort to assess the feasibility of more systemmatic qualitative
research in identified cognitive domains.

Such developmental

cues generated from student writing, once established, would
provide a valuable qualitative elaboration for the information
provided by our base-line developmental profiles.

We will follow those students from Cohorts 1 and 2 who
remain available and interested, by re-administration of all
instruments, supplemented with taped interviews.

A pilot

follow-up will explore the long-term developmental effects and

generate information from student self-reports concerning
subsequent application to real-world situations of the course
knowledge and skills.

In particular we intend to characterize

from a student point of view, the factors that facilitate or
inhibit continuing application of social diversity awareness,

knowledge and skill to real world settings.
clearly merit further study.

These factors

ENDNDTES AND ILLUSTRATIVE DIAGRAMS.
(1)

The Perry Scheme, Assessment Measures, and the Measure of
Epistemological Reflection.

The process by which college students achieve tne overall
intellectual goals of higher education -- internal
self-regul'ation of thought :and behavior, critical thinking,
complex problem-solving, abstract and complex thought -- has been
convincingly described by William Perry (1970, 1981) as a
Pilgrim's Progress, complete with Sloughs of Despond, along a map
of qualitatively different, sequential perspectives on meaning.
These positions describe intellectual development from dichtomous
or Dualistic intellectual constructs (the first two Perry
positions) to a complex, contextual or Relativistic understanding
of knowledge and reality at position 5.
Uncertainty, first hinted at in position 2, is understood
at position 3 as a temporary phenomenon under the belief that all
will be known in the future. Position 4 students believe most if
not all knowledge is uncertain and lack procedures or criteria to
evaluate one opinion in relation to another, although the
transition involves procedures and methods to think about
knowledge. Within the stages described as Multiplicity
(positions 3 and 4), diversity of opinion is accomodated as a
special case within a dualistic epistemology, until the
achievement of a Relativistic perspective at Position 5.
The transition to Relativism is characterized by a
turning away from diversity of opinions as a special case within
Dualism ("not known yet") or separate legitimacy in limited
domains ("humanities" or "arts"), toward the existence of diverse
perspectives or contexts as frameworks from which judgments can
By position 5 knowledge is understood to be
be derived.
contextual, with perspectives adjusted in the critical light of
relevant evidence. This scheme of development has been found to
characterize the evolution of students' thinking in a variety of
educational settings and across course content domains (Perry,
1981; Knefelkamp, 1974; Kurfiss, 1975, 1977; Stephenson & Hunt,
1977; Mentkowski, 1983).
The Perry scheme of development presents a nine position
evolutionary movement, of which only the first five stages or
positions are understood to describe distinct .cognitive
structures. The the remaining four describe modes of ethical
commitment in relativism. The two diagrams reproduced here from
Perry's 1981 essay "Cognitive and Ethical Growth: The Making of
Meaning" 'rovide visual representations of the scheme.
.

The adaptability of the Perry scheme to the transitions
and transformation of intellectual perspective experienced by
college students has prompted a'number of assessment tools.
Although some researchers have employed the original interview
methodology to replicate or extend Perry's work for new
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Figure 1. Scheme of Cognitive and Ethical Development
Position 1

Transition

Position 2

Transition
Position 3

Transition
Position 4a

Transition
(and /or)

Transition
Position 4b
Transition
Position 5

Transition
Position 6

Transition
Position 7
Transition
Position 8

Transition
Position 9

Authorities know, and if we work hard, read every word, and
learn Right Answers, all will be well.
But what about those Others I hear about? And different opinions? And Uncertainties? Some of our own Authorities
disagree
with each other or don't seem to know, and some give us
prob-

lems instead of Answers.
True. Authorities must be Right, the others are frauds. We remain
Right. Others must be different and*WrOng. Good Authorities give
us problems so we can learn to find the Right Answer by our own
independent thought.
But even Good Authorities admit they don't know all the answers
yet!

Then some uncertainties and different opinions are real and legitimate temporarily, even for Authorities. They're working on them
to get to the Truth.
But 'there are so many things they don't know the Answers to!
And they won't: for a long time.
Where Authorities don't know the Right Answers, everyone has a
right to his own opinion: no one is wrong!
But some of my friends ask me to support my opinions with facts
and reasons.
Then what right have They to grade us? About what?
In certain courses Authorities are not asking for
the Right Answer;
They want us to think about things in a certain way, supporting
.opinion with data. That's what they grade us on.
But this "way" seems to work in most courses, and even outside
them.
Then all thinking must be like this, even for
Them. Everything is
relative but not equally valid. You have to understand
context works. Theories are not Truth but metaphors how each
to interpret
data with. You have to think about your thinking.
BUt if everything is relative, am I relative
too? How can I know
I'm making the Right Choice?
I see I'm going to have to make my own decisions in an uncertain
world with no one to tell me I'm Right.
I'm lost if I don't. When I decide on my career (or marriage
cr
values) everything will straighten out.
Well. I've made my first Commitment!
Why didn't that settle everything?
I've made several commitments. I've got to balance themhow
many, how deep? How certain, how tentative?
Things are getting contradictory. I can't
make logical sense out of
life's dilemmas.

This is how life will be. I must be wholehearted while tentative,
fight for my values yet respect others, believe
my deepest values
right yet be ready to learn. I see that I shall
be retracing this whole
journey over and overbut, I hope, more wisely.

From William G. Perry, J.
"Cognitive and Ethical Growth: The Making of
in Arthur W. Chickering (Ed.), The Modern
Meaning,"
Ameritan College (Jossey Bass, 1981), p.79.
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Figure 2. A Map of Development
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versus They, All that is

somewhere

for every problem, and authorities know them. Right Answers are to

be memorized by hard work. Knowledge

is quantitative. Agency is experienced as

"Out there" in Authority, test scores, the Right job.

recognized as legitimate in areas where
without pattern or
right answers are not yet known. Opinions remain atomistic
system. No judgments can he made among them so "everyone has a right to his
own opinion; none can be called wrong."
Relativism. Diversity of opinion, values, and judgment derived from coherent sources, evidence, logics. systems, and patterns allowing for analysis and comparison. Some
opinions may be found worthless, while there will remain matters about which

Multiplicity.

Diversify of opinion

and

values is

reasonable people will reasonably disagree. Knowledge is

qualitative, dependent

on contexts.

affirmation, choice, or decision (career, values, politics.
personal relationship) made in the awareness of Relativism (distinct from lowercase c of commitments never questioned). Agency is experienced as within the

Commitment

(uppercase CO. An

individual.

Tempori:ing. Postponement of movement for a year or more.
Esczpe. Alienation. abandonment of responsibility. Expioitation of Multiplicity and Relativium for avoidance of Commitment.

Re:rear. Avoidance of compiexiry
hatred of otherness.

and

ambivalence

by regression to Dualism

colored by

"Cognitive and Ethical Growth: The Making of Meaning,"
From William G. Perry, Jr.
In Arthur W. Chickering (Ed.), The Modern American College (Jossey Bass, 1981), pp.
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popultions (Clinchy, 1981; Belenky et al, 1986), the first
practical assessment tool was the paper and pencil instrument
called the KneWi (Knefelkamp, 19747 Widick, 1975) later adapted
to the Measure o-f Intellectual Development (MID), a
semi-structured written production instrument which focusses (as
do later instruments) on the intellectual aspects of the Perry
model (positions 1-5) in three specific domains: decision-makieto,
careers and classroom learning. Its major liabilities are its
scoring system and the tiiem and expense involved in training
(Mines, 1982).
The Reflective Judgment Instrument (R3I) developed by
Kitchener and King is a semi-structured interview production
procedure which invites probed responses to "ill-structured
problems" (Kitchener, 1977; King, 1977; 1981). Although related
to Perry's intellectual development model, it measures a
distinctive construct of reflective judgment, and like the MID is
expensive in terms of training, time to administer, transcription
and training to rate (Mines, 1982).

Two instruments developed as practical Perry measures
sacrifice the reliability of production for the efficiency of
objective recognition (Erwin, 1983; Parker, 1984; Baxter Magolda,
1987a).
Rest (1976) notes that recognition or preference
measures elicit different kind of data from production measures,
in that students can recognize and prefer a reasoning structure
before they can produce it. The students may be located at
different positions or stages depending on the type of measure
used (Manson, 1982).
Initial reliability for the Measure of Epistemological
Reflection (MER) -- which is a structured production instrument
-- was supported by interrater aoreement and interrater
'reliability results (Baxter Magoidav 1983, 1984; Baxter Magolda
and Porterfield, 1988). Exact percentage agreement on total
protocol .ratings between the two MER authors was 63X for the
derivation sample and 68% for the cross-validation sample.
Initial validity was assessed through analysis of variance of MER
scores across educational levels. Seven cross-sectional studies,
conducted in conjunction with other investigators using the MER
in various practice settings, has contributed to the reliability
and validity data for the MER (Baxter Magolda passim, Baxter
Magolda & Porterfield, 1988). It can be hoped that the use of the
MER for research will result in a rich data base similar to the
data DIT has generated for moral judgment research (Rest, 1986).

The concern about gender bias in the Perry model, a model
which was derived from a predominately male set of subjects, is
alleviated in part by the choke of the MU: as the Perry
production measure, an instrument which has revealed no gender
differences at the level of structural position (Baxter Magolda,
1988).
Further research by Baxter Magolda (1989a) has
demonstrated gender differences'of style or proportionate
selection of reasoning structures consistent with the "two
perspectives" delineated by Lyons (1983) and elaborated in the
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moral and intellectual domains by Gilligan (1977) and Belenky et
(1986).

al

(2)

Development of Moral Judgment and Defining Issues Test.

The study of moral development as a domain or a
manifestation of cognitive development is rooted in Piaget's
observation of the moralitkes of constraint and of cooperation
used by children (Piaget,.1965 C19821), a line of study taken up
by Kohlberg, who traced the evolution of adolescent moral
judgment with a longitudinal sample of 84 boys aged 10-16
(Kohlberg & Kramer, 1969). Kohlberg's theory of the development
of moral judgment involved a gradual, hierarchically arranged
expansion in the social unit to which moraljudgments applied,
with a related construct cef justice. His model for this
preconventional,
evolution involved three general levels
conventional, postconventional -- with two stages at each level.
The six stage model describes the evolution of increasingly
complex structures of moral judgment, including rules or
decision-making procedures, interpersonal problem-solving, social
perspective-taking, and the underlying logic embedded in moral
choices.
From his longitudinal interviews with the adolescent
boys in his sample, Kohlberg identified two stages of physical
or hedonistic orientation to rules at the Preconventional Level:
the Punishment/Obedience Orientation (Stage 1) and the pragmatic
Instrumental exchange of favors (Stage 2). The Conventional
Level is characterized by loyalty as well as conformity of
personal expectations or the norms of one's larger social group,
through a concern with pleasing others and being approved (Stage
3) or a concern to maintain the social orc.er and do one's duty
The Postconventional Level is characterized by the
(Stage 4).
intrinsic value of principled thinking disentangled from the
groups or persons holding or identified with the principles,
whether with reference to social utility and the social good
(Stage 5) or with reference to universally consistent ethical
principles (Stage 6).
.

The Defining Issues Test (DIT) presents a reformulation
of the Kohlberg six-stage scheme based in part on two factors
which emerged the interview data resulting in the DIT model of
moral judgments: coordination of expectations about each other's
actions and balance of interests of people in a cooperating group
(Rest, 1969). Although the overall conceptualization on which
the DIT is based resembles the Kohlberg scheme, there are several
significant differences -- the two factors noted above,
simplification of Kohlberg's rating methodology and a more
complex multiple-stage profile for each subject with a range or
mixture of features that more closely represents Rest's
understanding of the complex, uneven and probabilistic nature of
the development of moral judgment, rather than the single stage
score provided by Kohlberg based on a single stage model (Rest,
1979).
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Test-retest reliabilities in the high. .70s or .80s were
reported for the DIT across several studies and Cronbach's alpha
internal consistency indices in the high .70s (Rest, 1979, 1986,
.1987). The reliabilities for specific stage scores are
more
moderate in the .50s and .60s.
Rest describes criterion
validity from cross-sectional anci'longitudinal studies that
an unpward stage change across age and education levels not show
accounted 'for by generational or cohort effects.
Rest provides
impressive reliability and validity from the numerous and various
studies on record which use the DIT (Rest, 1979).

For illustrative comparison, two companion stage models
are reproduced here, the one from Kohlberg (1976), the
other from
Rest (1979).
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From Lawrence Kolhberg, "Moral Stages and Moralization: The Cognitive-Developmental
Approach," in Thomas Lickona (Ed.), Moral Development and 3ehavior (Holt, Rinehart & Wins
1`.! 144 )
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Figure 4
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(3) The 1985 Learning-Style Inventory (LSI 1985)
The LSI 1985 User's Guide reports high internal
consistency, with Cronbach's alpha coefficients from .73 - .88
for the four basic and two combination scales. Split-half
reliability with the original LSI on the same sample ranged from
It also provides scale norms aLd
.75 - .81 (Smith & Kolb, 1985).
demographic analysis derived from a large ethnically diverse
sample, balanced for gender and distributed for age, education
and career fields.
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Figure 1.2 Three Traditions of Experiential Learning
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(4) The Index of Homophobia (IHP).
Reliability was examined by computing coefficient alpha,
which tas found to be .901, and by also computing the standard
error of measurement which was found to be 4.75 (Hudson &
Ricketts, 1980). The authors claim high reliability and low SEM
for the IHP (Hudson & Ricketts, 1980). Construct validity was
examined using several criterion variables. The authors believed
that persons who were conservative in their attitudes toward the
expression of sexuality would tend to be more homopnobi c than
persons more liberal in their attitudes. They used scores
derived from their subjects' Sexual Attitude Scale (SAS, Hudson &
Murphy 1978) to examine the validity of the IHP and found a
correlation of .53, significant at p <
.001, examined correlates
to indicators of personal distress in personal relationships. and
examined factoral validity (each item show higher correlations
with the IHP total score than with the SAS total (Hudson &
Murphy, 1980).
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